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Abs t r ac t .  We present a novel technique for the automatic adaptation 
of a deformable model's elastic parameters within a Kalman filter frame- 
work for shape estimation applications. The novelty of the technique is 
that the model's elastic parameters are not constant, but time varying. 
The model for the elastic parameter variation depends on the local er- 
ror of fit and the rate of change of the error of fit. By augmenting the 
state equations of an extended Kalman filter to incorporate these addi- 
tional variables and take into account the noise in the data, we are able 
to significantly improve the quality of the shape estimation. Therefore, 
the model's elastic parameters are initialized always to the same value 
and they subsequently modified depending on the data and the noise 
distribution. In addition, we demonstrate how this technique can be par- 
allelized in order to increase its efficiency. We present several experiments 
to demonstrate the effectiveness of our method. 

1 I n t r o d u c t i o n  

Physics-based modeling provides a powerful mechanism for quanti tat ively mod-  
eling an object 's  shape, structure and motion [3, 5, 9, 11, 13, 15, 16, 17, 12, 18, 
19, 1]. Deformable models offer a data-driven recovery process, in which forces 
derived from the image deform the model until it fits the data. In previous work 
[16], we developed a physics-based framework for recovering shape and nonrigid 
motion from both 2-D and 3-D data  using deformable part  models with local 
and global deformations. Global deformation parameters  represent the salient 
shape features of natural  parts,  and local deformation parameters  capture shape 
details. 

Most formulations of physics-based models assume that  the user correctly 
initializes the model 's  parameters  which determine the goodness of fit of the 
model to the given data. Recently, there have been several a t tempts  to overcome 
the above problem. Blake et al. [1] developed a new technique based on ideas 
from adaptive control theory and max imum likelihood estimation, to learn the 
model dynamics for tracking in real t ime 2D curve motions similar to those in the 
training set. Samadani  [19] provides rules to est imate and adjust the parameters  
of a snake to avoid instabilities and improve the accuracy of shape estimation. 
Larsen [13] proposes guidelines to determine the bounds of the opt imal  elastic 
parameters .  
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In this paper, we propose a new formal methodology to automat ical ly  deter- 
mine a deformable model 's  elastic parameter  values [16] which affect the accuracy 
of the shape estimation. The technique is useful in applications where accurate 
shape est imation is desired and the shape characteristics of the da ta  may  vary 
significantly in space and/or  time. Such applications include accurate contour 
est imation from biomedical data, and extraction of 3D shape from range da ta  
for reverse engineering. In all these applications, minimal human  intervention in 
terms of defining the model 's  elastic parameters  and accuracy is desired. 

Our technique is based on the use of a model for the modification of the 
model 's  elastic parameters  and the stiffness matr ix.  The characteristic of this 
model is that  each of the elastic parameters  are modified based on the local 
error of fit and the local rate of change of the error of fit. I f  the model 's  initial 
elastic parameters  are sufficient to fit the given data  within a user specified tol- 
erance, then their change during the fitting process will be minimal.  Otherwise, 
they will gradually change based on the above criteria. In particular,  the elastic 
parameters  decrease when the model has not fit the data, and increase when the 
model is close to the data. The increase of the elastic parameters  in the lat ter  
case, has the effect of anchoring the model to the portion of the data  it has fit 
and also improves the continuity of the solution. 

Kalman filtering has also been used by many  researchers in computer  vision 
to account for noise in the data [1, 2, 5, 14, 15, 18]. Based on our previous expe- 
rience with incorporating a dynamic deformable model to an extended Ka lman  
filter framework, we develop a modified extended Kalman filter. This filter allows 
the simultaneous modification of the model 's  degrees of freedom and its elastic 
parameters.  In particular, we extend the state vector of the dynamical  system 
which corresponds to our deformable model, to include the model 's  elastic pa- 
rameters.  This modification is based on the theory of dynamic system paramete r  
identification [8]. 

We present a series of experiments with two and three dimensional da ta  
to demonstrate  the effectiveness of our technique in accurate shape est imation,  
where the elastic parameters  are always initialized to the same value. 

2 D e f o r m a b l e  M o d e l s  

Geometrically, deformable models are defined on a domain $2. The positions of 
points on the model relative to an inertial f rame of reference �9 in space are 
given by a vector-valued, t ime varying function. We set up a noninertial,  model-  
centered reference frame r and express the position function as 

x = c + R p  = ~(q), (1) 

where c(t) is the origin of r at the center of the model and the rotat ion ma t r ix  
R( t )  gives the orientation of r relative to 4~. We further express p as the sum of 
a reference shape s(u, t) and a displacement d(u, t). Finally, we incorporate into 
the vector q the degrees of freedom of our model which consist of the parameters  
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necessary to define the translation, rotation, global and local deformations of the 
model [16]. 

Our goal when fitting the model to visual data  is to recover the vector of 
degrees of freedom q. The velocity of a point on the model is computed based 
on x --- LCl, where L is the model's Jacobian matrix. This is achieved based on 
forces that  the data  exert to the surface of the model [16]. We make our model 
dynamic in q by introducing mass, damping, and a deformation strain energy. 
Based on Lagrangian dynamics, the simplified equations of motion [16] take the 
general form 

Dcl + K q  = fq, (2) 

where D, and K are the damping, and stiffness matrices, respectively. The gen- 
eralized forces fq are computed from fq(u, t) = f Lmf, where f are the external 
three-dimensional forces that  are exerted on the model. The stiffness matr ix  K 
determines the elastic properties of the model and is calculated from a defor- 
mation energy which is a linear combination of a membrane and a thin-plate. 
[16]. 

3 E l a s t i c a l l y  A d a p t i v e  D e f o r m a b l e  M o d e l s  

According to the theory of elasticity, the relationship between the stresses (u) 
and strains (e) of an elastic material is expressed as a" = dW/de = Ce for a 
linear material, and as d~r = C(e)d~ for a non-linear material. Furthermore, by 
assuming a small stress-strain displacement 1 and the use of finite elements, we 
can further write e -- D d  = DSqs ,  where d is the material displacement, S 
is the finite element shape matrix, and qd are the FEM nodM displacements. 
Based on the above definitions and the theory of elasticity we can express the 
(linear or nonlinear) elastic deformation energy W as 

f T [ / (  TC ) (DS)  du ] qa, (3) W : eTo" du = qd DS)  (e 

where the stiffness matr ix  K is defined as 

= f(DS)TC( )(DS) du: (4) K 

In the past we have used a combined membrane and a thin-plate energy 
deformation energy which can be written in the general form: 

W = ~ (a le l l  + a2e22 + a3e233 + a4e~2 + ase~3 + a6e~3 ) du, (5) 

where eij are the components of the strain vector e. In almost all implementa- 
tions of finite elements to computer vision, the elastic parameters a~ are assumed 
constant across the deformable model and during model fitting, and are initiM- 
ized manuMly at the beginning of the shape estimation process. This approach 

1 The theory easily generalizes to large stress-strains[20] 
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requires that  the user may  have to experiment for a long t ime before the correct 
initial values are identified. Second, since these parameters  are assumed con- 
stant  across the model, accurate shape est imation may  never be achieved in case 
of complex data. Clearly a technique for automatical ly  adjusting a deformable 
model 's  elastic parameters  in a local fashion is necessary. 

The first contribution of this paper  is the development of a new method  
for automatical ly  modifying the elastic parameters  ai for each of the model ' s  
finite elements. The model for the modification of each of the model 's  elastic 
parameters  is based on ideas from the theory of PD (Proportional-Derivative) 
control. In particular, we modify during the fitting process the model 's  elastic 
parameters  based on the local error of fit and the rate of change of the error 
of fit. In all of our experiments, we always start  with the same initial value 
ai = a0 = 0.005 for all the model 's  elastic parameters .  In our implementat ion,  
each finite element j , j  = 1...k, has its own elastic parameters  aij. We then fit 
the deformable model to the given data  based on (2). For each finite element j ,  
we define the error of fit Ilejll to be the average of the error of fit of its nodes 
l, l = 1...n. In particular 

I lejl[ = E~=~ I]dp,j - x~j (q) ll, (6) 
n 

where x b(q)  is the position of node i and dpb is the average position of the 
datapoints assigned to this node, based on algorithms defined in [16]. 

During the fitting process, the values of each of the elastic parameters  alj for 
each finite element j are modified based on 

aij = (no - a,~in) e -~g'~(e~~j)(lleyH+H~ll) + amin, (7) 

where amin is the min imum value for all the elastic parameters  which for a 
membrane  and/or  thin-plate deformable model is 10 -5,  and sgn is the sign 
function. Notice that  sgn(e j .e j )  is positive or zero when the model is converging 
towards the data  and negative otherwise. The whole process of fitting and elastic 
parameter  adaptat ion terminates when the error of fit for each finite element is 
below a tolerance etoi specified by the user. 

This way of modifying the elastic parameters  has the following desired prop- 
erties. In (7), the change in each of the aij's is always w.r.t, to their initial value 
a0. Initially, since the error of fit is large, while the rate of change of the error 
of fit is small or zero, the value of the aij's decrease exponentially to quickly 
improve the fitting. In the intermediate steps of the fitting, the vMues of the 
ali'S stabilize and are not modified significantly, since the sum of the error of 
fit and the rate of change of the error of fit does not change significantly. When 
the model is very close to the desired data, the sum of the error of fit and the 
rate of change of the error of fit decrease (the forces assigned to each node are 
now small) which result in an increase of the ali'S towards a0. This results in 
a model that  achieves a smooth solution to the data  where necessary, and also 
better  "holds" the model to the desired data. 
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In summary, the behavior of this model is such that  initially all its elastic 
parameters are equal. During the intermediate steps of the fitting the parameters 
exponentially decrease to improve the shape estimation, while when the model 
has almost fit the data they start  to exponentially increase again towards their 
initial value. Therefore, the elastic parameters oscillate mostly between a0 and 
amin. Due to the introduction of sgn(ej .ej) in (7), the model's elastic parameters 
are automatically increased beyond a0, if the model has fit the data and tries 
to deviate from them. Therefore, the model resists deviation from the data  once 
it has fit them. This is an additional desired property in cases where the model 
has partially fit the data. It will allow the portion of the model that  has not fit 
the data to become more elastic and fit the data, while the portion that  has fit 
them will not be modified or become more stiff in case there is any deviation 
from the data. 

4 D y n a m i c  S h a p e  E s t i m a t i o n  

The above model for the modification of the model's elastic parameters does 
not take into account the noise in the data. In the past we have shown how the 
dynamics of a deformable model can be incorporated into an extended Kalman 
filtering framework to formally account for noise in the data [15, 16]. However, 
an extension to this formulation is necessary in order to incorporate the the 
model for the modification of the model's elastic parameters into a Kalman 
filler. The reason is that  the elastic parameters are not degrees of freedom, 
since they do not appear in q, but are the unknown parameters that determine 
the value of the stiffness matr ix K. Therefore, the problem we have is that  of 
parameter identification in a dynamic system. In [7, 8], the theory of parameter 
identification in dynamic systems is presented. Based on this approach, with the 
addition that  we have a model for the modification of the deformable model's 
elastic parameters 2 we augment the state vector of our system to include the 
model's elastic parameters. Therefore, the new state vector is of the form 

where a is the vector of the model's elasticity parameters with components a 4.  
Based on the above modification, we make the following definitions necessary 

to define the equations of a modified extended Kalman filter. Let the observation 
vector z(t) denote time-varying input data. We can relate z(t) to the model's 
state vector u( t )  through the nonlinear observation equation 

z = h ( u )  + v ,  (9) 

where v( t )  represents uncorrelated measurement errors as a zero mean white 
noise process with known covariance V(t) ,  i.e., v(t)  .-~ N(0, V(t)) .  If z consists 

2 According to that theory the time derivative of the elastic parameters should have 
been zero, as opposed to the one we use. 
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of observations of t ime varying positions of model points at material  coordinates- 
uk on the model 's  surface, the components of h are computed using (1) evaluated 
at uk a. In case of computing an image potential,  then what is being measured at 
every node of the model is the difference z - h(u) ,  which is what is needed for 
an extended Kalman filter formulation. In addition let 's also assume tha t  w(t )  
represents uneorrelated modeling errors as a zero mean white noise process with 
known covariance i.e., ,,,(t) ~ N(O, O(t)) .  

Based on the above definitions and (2), the modified extended Ka lman  filter 
equations for our dynamic system take the form 

a = f ( . ) + w ,  z = h ( u ) + v ,  (10) 

where 

< ,  = - ( d 0  - 

] ,  = (11) 
h 1 

f (u )  = _ D _ I K  q t i  ( h i 1 , . - . ,  .- . ,  /Z6~) x , 

e -*gn(ej'/~')(lle'll+ll6/ll) sgn(ej.fj) (lle;ll + II~jll). (12) 

Notice tha t  due to the modification in the state vector we now have a fully 
nonlinear extended Kalman filter as opposed to our previous formulations [16]. 
However, the filter converges to the right solution since we impose a correct 
behavior to the model for the adaptat ion of the model 's  elastic parameters  and 
the model dynamics are appropriate for our applications. 

The state estimation equation for uncorrelated system and measurement  
noises (i.e., E[w(-t)v r (r)] = 0) is 

~l = f(fi) + p H T V  -1 (z - h(fi)), (13) 

where H is computed from 

= 0h(u)  iI (14) H 
0u lu=u 

The expression G(t)  = p H T V  -1 is known as the Kalman gain matr ix .  The 
symmetr ic  error covariance matr ix  P( t )  is the solution of the mat r ix  Riceati 
equation 

P = F P  + P F  T + Q - p H T V - 1 H p ,  (15) 

where 

0 f (u )  (16) 
F(u)= 0u 

The improvement  that  is offered from the Kalman filter formulat ion is tha t  
we can formally introduce data noise statistics into the model. 

a Note that the definition of function ~ in (1) does not depend on a. 
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5 I m p l e m e n t a t i o n  

Since the model's equations of motion of the model are numerically well-conditioned, 
we partit ion, for computat ional  efficiency, the full Kalman filter formulated above 
into two separate filters. One that  includes the translation, rotation and global 
deformations, and another that  includes only the local deformations. While the 
computat ion to the solution of the Riccati equation for the first filter is fast since 
the associated degrees of freedom are few, this is not the case for the second filter 
whose state vector includes the model 's  elastic parameters  and the local degrees 
of freedom. 

To solve the mat r ix  Riccati equations at interactive rates in the latter case, we 
take advantage of the decomposition of the model 's  surface into finite elements. 
We use a similar approach to the one we use for the computat ion of the stiffness 
matr ix  K. Based on the covariance of each component of u that  corresponds 
to the variable of the second Kalman filter at a given step, we compute the 
contribution of each element to (15), by computing the right hand side of this 
equation for each element. The right hand side of (15) written for each finite 
element results in matrices of very small dimensions compared to the size of the 
respective matrices for the whole system. This per element computat ion can be 
done in parallel and once we loop through all the elements and we place the 
result for each element to the appropriate location of P (in an identical way 
to the computat ion of K),  we have computed the right hand side of (15) for 
the second filter. This significantly improves the speed of the calculations and is 
justified since we have partitioned the model 's  surface into finite elements. 

While the observation covariance matr ix  V can be computed based on the 
noise in the data, the system covariance matr ix  Q serves the purpose of ex- 
pressing our "belief" in the appropriateness of the dynamic model we use for 
our applications. This covariance matr ix  serves as a way of tuning the filter and 
achieve fast convergence [7]. In our applications however, the dynamic system we 
use is appropriate and we did not have to tune the filter by experimenting with 
various values for the elements of Q. In particular we used a value of Q = 0.01I 
which assumes a small system noise. 

6 R e s u l t s  

Based on the above implementation,  all our experiments run at interactive rates 
on a Silicon Graphics R4400 Indigo workstation. Furthermore, we always started 
from a unit covariance matr ix  P. Even though that  was the initial value, the 
subsequent structure of P is not diagonal and has a form similar to K. Notice 
that  any other reasonable initial condition will work if our dynamic model is 
appropriate for our applications. For the global deformations we used a superel- 
lipsoid, the elastic parameters  were always initialized to a0 = 0.005, and we used 
an adaptive Euler integration method for increased stability. In addition, the 
noise in our data is small and we defined V as V = 0.1I. 

In the first experiment, we applied our technique to the semi-automated 
identification of the myocardial  borders from breath-hold MRI. The data were 
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obtained from the Depar tment  of Radiology at the University of Pennsylvania. 
The dataset included sixteen slice locations, from the Left Ventricle apex to 
the level of the aortic valve. In order to determine the location of the borders 
with higher accuracy we magnify each image four times, and then we convolve 
it with an 8x8 Gaussian mask. An initial superellipsoid model of the model was 
placed manually at the vicinity of the border of the first slice. In this study, we 
concentrated at the identification of the LV endocardial contour for locations 
4 to 11 in which the contour is visible. During the fitting process, the results 
from fitting one slice, were used as the initial model for the next slice, as if we 
had an evolving curve over time. Therefore the user only initializes the model 
in the first slice. In the second experiment our goal is to fit the shape of the 

Fig. 1. Scmi-autontatcd Identification (,t7 the myoc~trdial borders. (a), (c), (e) l,ocations 
4, 7, 11 - k;nd diastoh:; (b), (d), (f) Locations 4, 7, l l  - End systole. 

outline of a head. Figure 2(a) shows the original image. The model recovered 
using a superellipsoid with only global deformations can be seen overlaid to the 
original data  in Figure 2(b), while Figure 2(c) shows the contours of the da ta  
and the model. In Figure 2(d) the model has reached an equilibrium state and 
the error does not change over time. By varying the elastic parameters  according 
to our technique we obtain the result in Figure 2(e) that  can be compared to 
the original image in Figure 2(f). 

In the third experiment 3D data from a human head were fitted using a de- 
formable superquadric. Figure 3(a) shows the 1269 3D datapoints  of a Viewpoint 
model of a human head. Figure 3(b) shows an intermediate result in fitting the 
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Fig. 2. Fitting 2D head contours. 

data using global deformations only. Figures 3(c-d) show two views of the result 
obtained using the initial elastic parameters (ai = 0.005), and Figures 3(e-f) 
show the same views of the final fitting. One can notice the difference in the 
accuracy of the fitting result, especially in the area around the eyes. The rea- 
son, despite the automatic modification of the model's elastic parameters is that 
the node distribution was insufficient. Our above technique has to be coupled 
with our earlier developed technique [17] for automatically adapting the model's 
nodes in order to further improve the fitting results. But this is beyond the scope 
of this paper. 

Fig. 3. Fitting 3D head data. 

7 C o n c l u s i o n  

We have presented a new method for the automatic adjustment of the elastic 
parameters of a deformable model. This method coupled with our method [17] 
for automatically adapting a model's nodes to better fit a given dataset, is very 
promising towards automating the process of object shape estimation based on 
deformable models. 
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